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We specify conditions on an integrable function f on OX”, n 2 2, and the 
real number 01 that ensure that its Fourier transform f is 0( (xl -‘-‘) as 
1x1 + co. When a > 0, this implies that p is integrable. Our interest in this 
problem was aroused by a result of Madych [S] and its application to the 
Radon transform [7]. See Madych [S, 61 for references to other results on 
asymptotics of the Fourier transform. 
Motivated by the relationship between the Radon and Fourier trans- 
forms, Helgason [3], Smith et al. [ 111, Solmon [ 121, and Madych and 
Solmon [7], we look at a function f on iw” in polar coordinates and specify 
mixed smoothness and decay conditions on the spherical and radial 
variables. The main theorems are stated below. 
The first result applies to functions of special type. 
THEOREM I. Let n>2, SZEC”(S”-‘), gEC’((0, co)), where d= 
(n + 2)/2 when n is even and d = (n + 3)/2 when n is odd. Let 0 < sl < l/2. 
Suppose that IrjP”g(j’(r)l is boundedfor all j such that O,< jbd. Zff(x) = 
g(lxl)O(x/lxl) is integrable, then If(<)1 <C(l + 151)P”P”. 
In the next result, the smoothness conditions on the spherical variable 
are expressed in terms of the Sobolev spaces Pr(Sn- ‘). We shall often 
write ess sup (essential supremum) in place of II II =. 
THEOREM II. Let n 2 2. Let 0 <k < n be an integer and GL a real number 
such that 0 < k + c1< (n - 1)/2. Assume that f E Cd( R” - { 0} ), d = n - k, is 
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integrable and satisfies ess sup{rjP” Il(a/&)‘f(r .)I1 3(ylm,(Sn-~j} < GO for j= 
0, 1, . ..* dandsomes>n+cr. Then l~(5)1<C(1+151))“P”. 
When f(x) = g( 1x1) Q(x/lxl ) and the functions ri-‘g”‘(r) have bounded 
variation then one can improve on Theorem II. 
THEOREM III. Let n 2 2. Let 0 <k < n be an integer and a a real number 
such that 0 <k + cz < (n + 1)/2. Let f(x) = g( 1x1) Q(x/lxl) be integrable 
where SZEJ?~(S”-‘), s>n+cr-l/2, and gECd((O, co)), d=n-k. Zf 
rip”g”)(r) has bounded variation for j = 0, 1, . . . . d then If(r)l < 
C(l+ lrl)P”P*. 
We will first prove Theorem I. The proofs of Theorems II and III rest on 
results on spherical harmonics, Bessel functions, and the Sobolev spaces 
XS(S”- ‘). After reviewing these, we proceed to the proof of the last two 
theorems. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
The proof of Theorem I depends on two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let @E Ck(Sp ‘) where k= (n -2)/2 if n is even and 
k=(n-3)/2 ifn is odd. Let 
A(r) = jstim, Q(w) e-ir<w,a) do, 
where YES-‘. r>O. Then 
n-3 
IIrkA(r)II LP((O,m))Q c C Il@jllL~(.Snml)~ 
,=-1 
ifp > (l/2 - (n - 1)/2q)) ‘, and p > q/(q - l), where the Dj are finite linear 
combinations of derivatives of @ of order 6 k and C is independent of g. 
Proof The proof is based on ideas in [9]. It is sufficient to prove the 
result when 0 = (1, 0, . . . . 0). Writing w = (s, dxy), SE (- 1, l), 
y E S” ‘, gives 
A(r)= jl, eFirS{ (1 -So)‘= jsnm2@(s, Ji?$) dy ds 
=I 
00 
e ~ ““B(s) ds, 
-cc 
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where 
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and S is the characteristic function of ( - 1, 1). Integration by parts gives 
where the h, are polynomials. Let l/p + l/p’ = 1, with p > 2. Applying the 
Hausdorf-Young inequality and then Holder’s inequality twice gives 
<c “i3 J1 Ihi(s)lP’ (1 -s2)(i-(~-W4)p’/2 
,=-I --I 
[ 
1’ 
(4 ~P’UY 
{lh,(s)~P’(l- ) ~ 9 (1 (n - 3)iU)(P’/2) (YI(Y P’)) ds 
> 
,=~-, -1 1 ll@jll,“’ 
<c nx3 ll@,lj,P’< a, 
1=-l 
provided that p > (l/2 - (n - 1)/2q)) r and p > q/(q - 1). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let g, @ be two functions defined on (0, 00) and S”- ‘, 
respectively. Suppose that @E Ck(S”-‘) and Ig(r)l d Crp”+kc’, where k is 
a: in Lemma 1.1 and O<ct< l/2. Iff(x)= g(jxl) @(x/lxl), XER”, then 
lf(5)l d c ItI -k-z. 
Prooj Let 5 # 0 and write 5 = 151 5’. Writing out the Fourier transform 
off in polar coordinates ro and then making a change of variable s = r [t / 
give 
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The first integral above is finite since TV > 0 and lIskA(s)ll o. < cc by 
Lemma 1.1. Holder’s inequality shows that the second integral is bounded 
by Ibk&)ll, Cf;” s(~-‘)@ ds] ‘lp’, l/p + l/p’ = 1. The expression in brackets 
is finite provided that (o! - 1) p’ < - 1, while according to Lemma 1.1, 
lIskA(.r)llp is finite provided that p> (l/2-(n- 1)/2q)-’ and p>q/(q- l), 
where we are free to choose q. Fix CI < l/2. By choosing q sufficiently large, 
we may then take p > 2 so that ap < 1, and hence so that (a - 1) p’ < - 1. 
Both expressions are then finite and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Proof of Theorem I. Since f is integrable its Fourier transform is 
bounded. For v = (v,, . . . . v,) an n-tuple of nonnegative integers, let Iv1 = 
v, + . + v, and D” = (a/ax, )“I . . (a/a~,)“~. Taking I VI = d and computing 
in polar coordinates give 
D”f= 1 r -d+ “‘g”“‘(r) Q,(o), 
l/l Qd 
where the Sz, are Ck since Sz is C”. Recalling d= n -k and applying 
Lemma 1.2 to each summand give I(D’f)(~)l < Cl<lPk-“. On the other 
hand, xi I[(13/&,)~~](5)1 >n-d’2 lrld Ip(c Combining these two 
estimates completes the proof of Theorem I. 
Remark. Only the simple case q = cc of Lemma 1.1 is needed in the 
proof of Theorem I. However, the a priori estimate provided by the lemma 
shows that the result extends to the case where the derivatives (in the sense 
of distributions) of order <n of Q are in Lq(S”- ‘), for q, depending on a, 
sufficiently large. 
2. SPHERICAL HARMONICS AND SOBOLEV SPACES ON S"-' 
For v = 0, 1, 2, . . . let { Y”,j},j= 1, 2, . ..) m(n, v) < co, denote an orthonor- 
ma1 basis for the harmonic polynomials of degree v on S”- ‘. The collection 
{ Y,,j} forms an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space L*(S” - ’ ). For s 
a real number, a distribution u on S”- ’ is in the Sobolev space Z”(S”- ‘) 
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’ if and only if the coefficients {u,, , , in its expansion in spherical harmonics 
satisfy 
where for simplicity when v =O, we take V” to be 1 throughout. When 
s = I >, 0 is an integer, then X’(S” ’ ) consists of those functions on S” ’ 
whose derivatives (in the sense of distributions) of order Q/ are square 
integrable. Thus C’(S” ‘) c J?‘(S” I). Moreover, for all s, the map 
0:: X’(S” ~ ‘) + XaspJ(S,l ‘) is continuous for each ja 0, where Di,, is a 
differential operator of order j with C” coefficients. Also, the spaces 
X”“(S”-- ‘) and 2 -“(S”- ‘) are dual. For proofs of the above statements 
see Mikhlin and Prossdorf [8, pp. 258-2631 where the spaces X.‘(,S’- ‘) 
are denoted D(6S!2). 
The following formulas and estimates on spherical and Bessel functions 
are needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) js”-, Y ,,., (0) ep’r<‘u.Vp) dw=C,iF’rP’“- 2)‘2J,n. 2jf2+,,(r) 
Y,,,,(q), where cp E S”- I, J, denotes the Bessel function of order p, and C,, 
is a positive constant that depends only on n. 
(b) C, I Y,,,W126 Cv”- 2 where C is a constant that depends only 
on n. 
Part (a) is proved in [2, p. 2151 and (b) in [lo, p. 2241. 
LEMMA 2.2. If R > 1 and v 2 0, then 
(a) lfp J,,(r) rPA drj < Cv ‘, I> -l/2; 
(b) Isp J,(r) rPi. drl ,< C, 1 2 - 112, where C is a constant independent 
of v and R; 
(~1 .fF lJ,(r)12 r-’ dr < Cv-“, if L’ > A2 and I > 0, where C is inde- 
pendent of v. 
See [4] for (a) and (b) and apply Stirling’s formula to (2) [ 13, p. 4031 
to obtain (c). 
3. PRCXDFOF THEOREMS II AND III 
Once appropriate analogous of Lemma 1.2 are established, the proof of 
Theorems II and III is almost identical to that of Theorem I. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let k> 0 be an integer, a and s real numbers such that 
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O<k+a<(n-1)/2 and s>k+z. Let g be a function on Snplx(O,m) 
such that ess sup{FP1 IIg(t, .)~lx~(s”~lj} <co. Let h(x)= g(lxl, x//xl), 
XE R”. Then there exists u constant C such that Ih( <C 151 pkpr. 
Proof. Fix 520, set r= 1x1, o=x/lxl, and (= 151 (’ SO that 
= s d”” [ . ] dr + jllil [ . ] dr = I, + Z,. 
A change of variable r = r 151 in I, gives 
IIll = 151 pk--2 I,’ jsnm, (f/l~l)“~k~z g(t/l<l, co) emmi’<w3t’> dotk+‘-l dfi 
Q 151 pkpaess sup{r”PkPX Ilg(r, .)II.,,,,.~,,} 
As the map (t, 5’) + exp Pit<r’,.) is continuous from Iw x S”- ’ into 
XS(SNP ‘) for all s, the remaining integral is finite and bounded by a 
constant depending only on s, k, and a provided that c( + k > 0. 
To estimate I,, make the same change of variable as in I, and expand 
g in spherical harmonics; i.e., write g(r, o) =C,,j Lz,,j(r) Y,,j(w). As the 
functions YV,j(o) e-it(w,c_‘) are orthonormal on SnP1, the resulting series 
converges in L2 norm for a.e. r and may be integrated term by term over 
S”-‘. Applying Lemma 2.1(a) gives 
1121 GC 151pkp” 1% ~~/151~“~k~“~a~~.j~tl151~ 1 V.J 
X Y,,j(t’) Jcn-2)/2+v(t) fk+apn’2 dr . 
Repeated application of the CauchyySchwarz inequality and Lemma 2.1 (b) 
show that the integral is bounded by 
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The integrals are finite provided that 6 > l/2 and 2(k+ E + 6)-n ~0, or 
letting 6 approach l/2, provided that x + k < (n - 1)/2. Finally, using the 
estimate for the remaining integral provided by Lemma 2.2(c) for v large, 
the remaining series above converges whenever s > k + CI. The proof is 
complete. 
Proof of Theorem II. As in the proof of Theorem I it suffices to show 
that I(D”‘~(5)l d C It/ -mk-a, whenever Iv/ = d= n - k. Computation of Dyf 
in polar coordinates ro gives 
D”f(ro)= c ri’l--dD~~-i’i(a/ar)I’I ,f(rw), 
III <d 
Since d= n - k and s > n + CY, then s - d > k + c(. Moreover, for each 1 
r ‘-‘-‘[rl’l- ’ lIDe-“‘(8/&)“’ f(r~)ll,X’F~,+s~~II] 
< Cr”‘+” II(a/&)“’ f(r.)Il,,,~,I,cs.-l,. 
Lemma 3.1 and the hypotheses onfnow give that I(D”fr(<)i 6 C 151 k ’ 
and the proof of Theorem II is complete. 
The lemma needed in the proof of Theorem III is the following. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let k>O he an integer and CI a real number such that 
0 < k + CI < (n + 1)/2. Assume that D E s’?““(S”~ ‘), s > k + ~1 - l/2, and that 
h(r)=fpkpz g(r) has boundedvariation on (0, a~). lff(x)= g(lxl)I;;z(x/lxl), 
then l3(Ol <C ltl pk-‘. 
Proof Since h is of bounded variation, it is the difference of two 
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nonincreasing functions. Thus without loss of generality, we assume that h 
itself is bounded and nonincreasing. We first show that 
Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, it suffices to consider the integral 
Z, = j” 
I/ICI 
F’g(r) jsnm, Q(q) e-ir<5,‘p) dcp dr. 
As before, take 5 # 0, and write < = 151 5’. Make a change of variable 
t = r 151, expand Q in spherical harmonics, and integrate the resulting series 
term by term to obtain 
C” 151-k-1&,j 
L8.j 
Y,i(5’)~,R’il~(til~l)J,~-~~,~+~,(t)tk+”~”’2dt. (3.4) 
(The interchange of the order of lp”’ and C,,, is justified by the estimate 
IJ,(t)l 6 )tlp/2pQ + l), p 2 - l/2 [l, 9.1.621 and Fubini’s theorem.) Since 
h is nonincreasing the second mean value theorem and Lemma 2.2(a), (b) 
show that the integral in (3.4) is bounded by 
M’J+2j,2+v(t) tk+a-n!2 dt 
1 
h(R)JRti’ J+2j,2+v(t) tk+z-“‘2 dt 
M 
d c II/q, Vk+s-n’2, k + a < (n + 1)/2. 
Substituting in (3.4) and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice 
give (3.3). 
The hypotheses on h ensure that f is locally integrable. When k + c1< n/2, 
f is square integrable on 1x1 2 1 and for a.e. 5 (and a suitable sequence of 
values of R) 
The proof is complete in this case. It remains to show that the right hand 
side of (3.5) exists a.e. when n/2 < k + tl < (n + 1)/2. From Hankel’s 
asymptotic expansion [13, p. 1993, for each fixed p 
J,(t) = t-1’2(C, cos(t) + C, sin(t)) + O(tr3’2), t B p. (3.6) 
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Since h is bounded and nonincreasing and k + c( < (n + 1 )/2, substitution 01 
(3.6) into the integral in (3.4) allows one to see that for each v 
rRl.z 
lim / h(ri’~c:I)J,,, 2,2rr(t)th+’ "2dt e.\-ists. 
R-x I, 
A posteriori the proof of (3.3) justifies the interchange of limit and summa- 
tion in (3.4). This establishes the existence of the right hand side of (3.5) 
for every 4 # 0 whenever 0 < ‘2 + k < (n + 1)/2. 
Finally, suppose that 0 > s > k + r - l/2 and that 52 E X’(P ‘). Choose 
a sequence of functions (Qi} c L*(S” ~ ‘) such that Qj -+ 52 in X’(,‘P ’ ). 
Then the sequence {f,} = { gQ,} converges to f = gQ in Y’( KY’), the space 
of tempered distributions, and hence-f, + % in Y’( Rn). On the other hand, 
since each& exists, (3.3) gives that {.fi} C is auchy in the weighted L’ space 
L’( R”, (1 + I<\)‘) for any t < k + tl - n. Hence, choosing an appropriate 
subsequence if necessary, {A 1 converges in norm and pointwise a.e. to a 
function u in this space. By uniqueness of the Fourier transform, u = ,f and 
clearly p satisfies the desired estimate. 
With the exception of using Lemma 3.2 in place of Lemma 3.1, the proof 
of Theorem III is almost identical to that of Theorem II and is omitted. 
Remark. In Theorems I, II, III the integrability of ,f is only used to 
establish the boundedness of p in a neighborhood of the origin. With the 
assumption of integrability replaced by local integrability, the proofs show 
that 
Thus, the assumption that f E L’(W) can be replaced, for example, by the 
assumption that f~ L’( KY) + L*( KY) provided the conclusion concerning f 
is replaced by “‘f is locally square integrable and for a.e. 4, If(t)I d 
c ItI --n--r.rr 
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